catalogues, articles, and reviews of that era. In the 1920s, prominent artists such as Marsden Hartley and John Sloan, who spent time painting in Santa Fe, were championing the work of contemporary Pueblo painters, ensuring that it was seen, purchased, and talked about. The first exhibits of Pueblo paintings took place at the Museum of Fine Arts in Santa Fe (1919) , the Arts Club in Chicago (1920) , and The Society of Independent Artists in New York City (1920, 1921, and 1922) . Sloan enthusiastically proclaimed this work "the only 100% American art produced in this country," and it was featured in many popular magazines. 5 Hartley argued: "As Americans we should accept the one American genius we possess, with genuine alacrity. We have upon our own soil something to show the world […] ." 6 White American painters, curators, and critics saw Pueblo watercolors as source material for a distinctly American modern art and claimed them as national patrimony.
4
In December 1931, The Exposition of Indian Tribal Arts, proclaimed in its catalogue's subtitle as "the first exhibition of American Indian art selected entirely with consideration of esthetic value," opened at the Grand Central Art Galleries in New York City. The largest touring exhibit of Native art before the 1970s, it included over 650 objects -both historical and contemporary -and versions toured fifteen American cities in 1932. Its curators sought to convince the American public that Indian art was "at once classic and modern," representing "thousands of years of development" on American, rather than European, soil.
7
Because of the success of the Exposition, Native works of art were exhibited as part of the official American Pavilion at the 1932 Venice Biennale. 8 Also in 1932, the newly-opened Whitney Museum of American Art purchased a Native painting, Basket Dance, by Tonita Peña for 225 dollars -the highest price paid at the time for a Native American painting. 9 Many regional American art museums were acquiring Pueblo and Kiowa paintings as well, including the Newark Museum, the St. Louis Art Museum, the Denver Art Museum, and others.
5
In the spring of 1941 an ambitious exhibit, Indian Art of the United States, filled the entire Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York; it was a museological landmark, both for the imprimatur it gave to Native art, and for its cutting-edge modern installation techniques, in which Native art was elegantly presented. 10 The exhibit and its lavishly illustrated catalogue were widely reviewed and unanimously lauded.
11
Just as sentiment after the First World War had focused with pride on all things that were essentially "American", thus sparking a nationalistic interest in Native American art, so too did such impulses fuel interest in Native North American art during the Second World War. For example, F.H. Taylor, director of the Worcester (Mass) Art Museum, wrote to René d'Harnoncourt, curator of Indian Art of the United States, saying "It might be a great relief and extremely popular to promote the Indian at this time when everyone is pretty well appalled and fed up with Europe." 12 
6
The 1950s and early 1960s were a quiescent time for Native American art in American art museums. But with the rise of the Civil Rights movement, the Feminist movement and "Red Power" in the late 1960s and 1970s, Indigenous American art was to come to the forefront again, often with little memory of its already distinguished exhibitionary history.
Multiculturalism: museum initiatives between 1970 and 2000 7
In the United States, the term "multiculturalism" did not come into common usage until the 1980s, but civil rights efforts on the part of African-Americans and other minorities of the 1960s and 70s underlay this concept. "Multiculturalism" became shorthand for a liberal ideology of cultural diversity, which was expressed in the arts by greater attention to the expressive culture of women and people of color. In the 1970s, several major exhibits in art museums offered more widespread appreciation of Native art as a subject of art history rather than anthropology, in essence recapitulating some of the initiatives of the period from 1920-1941. The title was a nod to Three American Painters, an exhibit of high modernist abstract art held in the previous decade, 14 and it announced an intention to situate Native artists directly into the mainstream of contemporary American art. Both Scholder's expressionist style and Cannon's pop-art imagery explored a new Native politics of identity, subverting stereotypical images of "Indianness" familiar from the nineteenthcentury paintings of Karl Bodmer and George Catlin and the photographs of Edward Curtis, as well as more recent Hollywood movies.
9
That same year, ancient and historical Indigenous arts of North America were featured in an influential exhibit, American Indian Art: Form and Tradition, presented jointly by the Walker Art Center and the Minneapolis Institute of Arts. This survey of more than 800 objects was accompanied by a catalogue that was widely used as a textbook in the field for many years. 15 A notable early example of an in-depth examination of one artistic medium (rather than a national survey) was The Navajo Blanket, mounted at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art in 1972, which traveled to art museums in Chicago, New York, Kansas City and Houston as well as the Kunstverein in Hamburg and the Musée des arts décoratifs in Paris. Many textiles in the exhibit were borrowed from the collections of modernist American painters Jasper Johns, Donald Judd, Kenneth Noland, Georgia O'Keeffe, and Frank Stella, and the exhibition's curators posited an aesthetic commonality between historical Navajo weavings and cutting-edge contemporary art. 16 Reviewers agreed, the New York Times reviewer acknowledging that the works "anticipate so many of the visual ideas we have learned to think of as the special province of so-called 'advanced' art of the twentieth century," and that "nothing that our painting has produced in recent years exceeds in sheer visual power the strongest works in this survey." 17 10 Two ambitious exhibitions in 1976 and 1977 (with more than 800 and 500 objects respectively) brought Native American art into the forefront once again. Sacred Circles opened at the Hayward Gallery in London, in honor of the American Bicentennial, and was featured in 1977 at the Nelson-Atkins Museum in Kansas City, its organizing institution. 18 The Native American Heritage opened at The Art Institute of Chicago in 1977.
19
Like The Exposition of Indian Tribal Arts in 1931 and Indian Art of the United States in 1941, these exhibits received copious attention in the press, and engendered widespread interest. Indeed, many who came of age in that decade credit these exhibits for kindling their interest in Native art. In the wake of these remarkably popular surveys, more
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American art museums began to mount exhibits of specific Indigenous art traditions, giving aspects of Native art history the same depth and rigor of attention long afforded other artistic traditions.
11 In 1983 and 1984, the Metropolitan Museum in New York held two small exhibits of historic works of American Indian art from an unnamed collector, giving rise to the hopes that this august institution would add an significant collection of Native art to its Rockefeller Wing, which housed considerable collections of African, Oceanic and PreColumbian works. 20 Yet soon thereafter, the Met turned down the potential gift of more than 700 works of Native American art held by philanthropists Eugene and Clare Thaw (the unnamed owners of the works in the 1983 and 1984 exhibits). This significant collection -arguably the finest in private hands -came to rest in the Fenimore Art Museum in Cooperstown, New York. 21 12 In the 1980s and 1990s, numerous shows of Native arts, both historic and contemporary were organized in American art museums, yet only a few such museums added substantial numbers of Native art objects to their collections. The National Gallery in Washington, D.C. Not until the Columbus Quincentennial commemorations in 1992 did a strong Indigenous artistic and curatorial voice come to be a regular part of the exhibition and explanation of Native art, a trend that continues to flourish but is outside the scope of this essay. 25 Other major museum exhibits in the 1990s featured collaboration between Native and non-Native curators, among them exhibits of Kwakiutl art, Plains Indian art, and Plains ledger drawings. , that consider both historic and contemporary Native art and artists. Unfortunately, the existence of the latter institution (a branch of the Smithsonian) has for some museums served as an excuse (either stated in private conversations with colleagues, or implied) to abdicate a responsibility to collect and exhibit Native art -especially contemporary Native art -as part of American art in all of its manifestations. 15 When art museums of the highest caliber, such as New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, began to add installations of Native American art to their permanent Pre-Columbian, African, and Oceanic displays at the end of the The curatorial chair of the Art of the Americas Department at Boston's Museum of Fine Arts wrote: "When visitors traverse the four floors of the Arts of the Americas Wing, from the foundation to the top level, they will be able to travel through time as they rise vertically through space from the eras of ancient and Native American art through the later twentieth century." 29 This articulates a resolutely ahistorical view of Native art in which objects from antiquity to the present are confined to the lowest level of the building. Contemporary painter Jaune Quick-To-See Smith's work hangs near Mimbres pottery from 1100 CE, rather than with her late twentieth-century contemporaries. His task was to install a Native art gallery next to a newly established Gallery of American Painting, Sculpture, and Decorative Arts, with one object -a silver gorget that was a trade item -linking the two realms. At 6100 square foot, this gallery is nearly as large as the 8000 square foot American Gallery.
30
Whereas the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston visually telegraphs that Native art is not only prior, but lodged in the past, The Nelson-Atkins Museum suggests that Native and settler arts coexist temporally and geographically. 18 Among those American art museums committed to collecting Indigenous American art, the Denver Art Museum is particularly noteworthy. Its Department of Native Arts, founded in 1925, has been for ninety years a leader in the field. It has recently embarked upon a major initiative of commissioning contemporary Native art and mounting important exhibits. 31 In 1996, Cheyenne-Arapaho artist Edgar Heap of Birds responded to a call for proposals for a major Native work of art to be placed outside the museum's entrance. His winning project, Wheel (dedicated in 2005), addressed the history of massacres and domination experienced by Native peoples in the region. The installation comprises ten twelve-foot tall red stanchions upon which the artist screen-printed names, words and pictographs relating to Native history. 32 It evokes both the Sun Dance lodge of Great Plains peoples and the Great Medicine Wheel, an ancient construction in the Bighorn Mountains of Wyoming. 19 The most recent addition to museums of American art in the United States is Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art, which opened in Bentonville, Arkansas in 2011.
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Founded by Walmart stores' heiress, Alice Walton, it advertises "five centuries of American art" on its website, yet in its exhibitions Native people appear only as the subjects in works by George Catlin, Edward Curtis, Edmonia Lewis, and John Sloan, never as artists themselves. 20 In 2015, the major exhibit of Indigenous art presented at American art museums was "The Plains Indians: Artists of Earth and Sky." ) was an imposing reminder that in the twenty-first century, Native art is as global and cosmopolitan as any art around. Critical response was laudatory, with the exhibit being touted as "a wondrous show" that was "exactingly selected and elegantly installed." 34 
21
A new generation of university-trained Native curators and artists has organized significant exhibits, yet these are most often mounted outside the structure of mainstream art museums. 35 Some people see the continuing ghettoization of Indigenous arts as problematic at a time when most curatorial impulses are moving toward globalization and itinerancy as organizing narratives. In 2005 the distinguished art historian Tomás Ybarra-Frausto asked: "How can we imagine a new narrative of American art history that focuses on respect for difference and variation, but at the same time builds conviviality and two-way sharing across social divides? That is the next step. We now have stories and visions of African American art, of Asian American art, and Latino art. How can we build points of contact across them? That is what American art is all about -not an individuated ethnic base of narratives, but all these stories calling and responding to each other. Somewhere in this "dialogic imperative," simultaneous with global tensions, are the contours of a new cartography of the imagination, of a new sense of American visual culture that is not restrictive but open and expansive; that is not national but integrates the local with the global; that offers a possibility of ongoing dialogue and two-way communication" 36 . 22 Much work remains in order to fold Indigenous art history into the field of American art history in a way that respects its temporal priority, its varied impulses toward sovereignty, and its manifold unique visions. Despite this uniqueness, at every moment in our young nation's history Native art was part of a cosmopolitan conversation, one that stretched beyond reservations, regions, and nations. This narrative is only beginning to be written. 37 Astoundingly, a 2007 commentary on emerging themes in American art considered a range of non-canonical topics that have moved to the forefront of American art. The author was silent on the topic of Indigenous art as part of American art history. 38 Significantly, the sub-discipline of Native American art history has not yet undertaken the searching self-scrutiny that, for example, historians of Latin America have been working on for decades. Commenting on "the multi-cultural shift" in Latino art, MariCarmen Ramirez advocates building structures, including "museums, collections, discourses, publications, archives, markets, circuits, and relationships" that empower local initiatives without subordinating them to cosmopolitan ones. 39 
Many such initiatives
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are underway to support Native art histories in indigenous cultural centers, other small regional venues, and the National Museum of the American Indian. 23 In American art history during the first decades of the twenty-first century, a younger generation is transforming the field by their research on a host of topics in which American art is a manifold, complicated multi-ethnic phenomenon that is beginning to include Native art histories. 40 But the first decades of the twentieth century were similarly expansive: metropolitan New York audiences were inundated by Native American art exhibits, and Native art was displayed in New York department stores, Madison Avenue galleries and the MoMA. The Hopi painter Fred Kabotie exhibited at the 1932 Venice Biennale, painted a mural at MoMA in 1941, and was awarded a Guggenheim Foundation grant. Works by American Indian painters were eagerly collected. With the rise of Abstract Expressionism, and the glorification of high modernism, we succumbed to a severe case of historical amnesia concerning Native arts and artists, and had to learn this history all over again.
